Abstract-This paper proposes a data bandwidth-oriented motion estimation design for resource-limited mobile video applications using an integrated bandwidth rate distortion optimization framework. This framework predicts and allocates the appropriate data bandwidth for motion estimation under a limited bandwidth supply to fit a dynamically changing bandwidth supply. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can achieve 66% and 41% memory bandwidth savings while maintaining an equivalent rate-distortion performance and meeting real-time targets, when compared with conventional approaches for low-motion and high-motion D1 (704 576)-size video, respectively. The final implementation costs 122 K gate counts with TSMC 0.13-m CMOS technology and consumes 74 mW of power for D1 resolution at 30 frames/s which is 40% of that achieved in previous designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
M OTION-COMPENSATED temporally predictive coding with motion estimation (ME) is an effective tool for removing temporal redundancy among adjacent frames in modern video encoder designs [1] , which demands high computational complexity [2] and memory bandwidth. These design problems are greater for resource-limited mobile devices, which require a fine tuning of video coding algorithms to better utilize the available resources.
To address these design issues in mobile devices, various solutions have been proposed. The designs in [3] - [5] attempted to reduce computational complexity or hardware cost by adopting low-complexity fast algorithms. [3] proposed a complexity rate distortion optimization framework to reduce the complexity of ME operation in a rate-distortion (R-D) sense. Reference [4] introduced a new fast ME algorithm based on an adaptive search range adjustment scheme and a matching point decimation scheme to reduce computational costs. Reference [5] presented pixel truncation to reduce computation and memory access. These designs aim to reduce or consider computational complexity for limited-resource environments. Meanwhile, the algorithms and architectures in [6] - [10] focus on lower power consumption and higher hardware efficiency. Reference [6] proposed a new algorithm and architecture The authors are with the Department of Electronics Engineering, National Chiao-Tung University, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan (e-mail: jhhsieh.ee95g@nctu.edu.tw; tschang@twins.ee.nctu.edu.tw).
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TVLSI.2011.2178439 using the sum of the absolute difference (SAD) to achieve low-power design. Subsequently, [7] and [8] employed a fast algorithm and power-efficient hardware architecture to reduce power consumption. In addition, the power-aware designs in [9] and [10] have also been proposed for mobile devices to adjust power consumption in response to different conditions, such as user preferences and battery states [11] . However, all of the aforementioned designs, [3] - [10] , assume limited computational resources in handheld devices, but sufficient memory bandwidth. This assumption does not always hold. For resource-limited systems such as mobile video applications, the available memory bandwidth is dynamically changing and limited under simultaneous coding and decoding cases or different operating modes with dynamic voltage frequency scaling [11] . With a lower than expected bandwidth supply, ME computations fail to meet real-time constraints or lead to significant R-D performance loss due to the macroblock (MB) skipping coding. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes an optimization framework to allocate the bandwidth for ME computations. We first apply a heuristic approach to develop an analytical bandwidth-oriented model that allocates memory bandwidth according to the R-D gain and bandwidth constraints. Then, we propose a bandwidth-scalable ME algorithm that considers the video contents and bandwidth constraints to reduce memory access and maximize coding performance. In this algorithm, a greater bandwidth is allocated to high-motion MBs while bandwidth is significantly reduced for low-motion MBs. Consequently, the bandwidth is efficiently utilized and minimized to provide the optimal R-D gain. Finally, hardware implementation shows its effectiveness in achieving a higher throughput and lower power consumption than previous designs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. In Section III, we present a bandwidthscalable algorithm for ME and show corresponding simulation results. The hardware architecture and implementation results of the proposed algorithm are shown in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK ME is the most bandwidth-consuming operation in video coding due to the requirement of large search windows to find the best matching block in the reference frames. For a device with a fixed video size and fixed frame rate video, the required bandwidth generally depends on the chosen search range (SR).
In general, the selection of SR has two effects on coding quality. First, a small SR could degrade the R-D performance due to a loss of optimal search points, but it requires less bandwidth, which in turn reduces memory access power consumption. Second, a large SR generally enhances the R-D performance but also consumes more bandwidth and power. To reduce the required bandwidth, conventional approaches usually exploit different ways of reusing data or using a dynamically changing SR [12] , [13] . Many algorithms have been introduced to analyze and solve the problem of memory bandwidth in ME operation by exploiting data reuse [14] or cache design [15] - [17] . Among these, the Level C data reuse strategy in [14] can regularly reuse a region of pixels with a square search window at (0, 0), the search center, which is commonly used in most full-search ME hardware designs. In which, and respectively indicate the search range in the vertical and horizontal directions. Meanwhile, only a rectangle is required to be loaded to on-chip memory (such as SRAM). This can significantly reduce the external memory bandwidth access and save SR memory writing power [15] . Instead of regular Level C data reuse, cache-based designs explore the possible data reuse probability through a complicated cache-controlled scheme. Thus, they are more suitable for designs with fast ME search algorithms. In addition to the aforementioned schemes, the bus bandwidth-effective ME design presented in [18] lowers the bandwidth requirement by reducing the pixel representation from 8 bits to a binary pattern. The design in [19] uses a selective search area reuse strategy to reduce the memory access by selecting a search center at the frame level. [20] proposed a memory-efficient ME design based on highly parallel architecture and a data overlapping scheme to decrease on-chip memory access.
However, these studies assume a constant and sufficient memory bandwidth, regardless of the limited and dynamic bandwidth resources available for power-limited mobile devices. Experimental studies have shown that, for D1 (704 576) picture sizes, ME consumes about 2/3 of the total bus bandwidth [17] , [18] in a typical mobile video phone system, as shown in Fig. 1 . In the above system, the available bandwidth changes dynamically due to simultaneous multi-source rather than single-source data access or a different power-oriented operating mode. Note that the constant and sufficient bandwidth assumption simplifies the design procedure, but this also has significant design implications in dynamic bandwidth environments. The actual bandwidth demand depends heavily on the video contents, but that is not easy to predict before coding. In summary, the key issue in the bandwidth allocation problem is how to avoid a bandwidth usage overflow and minimize bandwidth usage under bandwidth-limited constraints while keeping the R-D performance as constant as possible. Usage overflow will lead to encoding delays, which in turn imply a failure of real-time constraints or to quality losses due to frame dropping. In the following section, we show how to tackle this problem systematically.
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the proposed bandwidth-oriented ME using a bandwidth rate distortion framework. First, the available bandwidth constraint is properly modeled in our R-D optimization framework to efficiently use the data bandwidth. Based on the model, a bandwidth-scalable ME algorithm is then established to maximize the R-D performance under constraints.
A. Proposed Optimized Bandwidth-Rate-Distortion Modeling
In the bandwidth-oriented ME, the coding distortion is not only a function of the used bit rate , but also a function of the available and consumed data bandwidth BW, which can be modeled as (1) However, the overall bandwidth usage of ME is linearly proportional to the SR. Thus, to control the SR in ME, we first introduce a set of bandwidth control parameters . In which, the variable of is a symbol to represent the maximum number of bandwidth control parameter for each system. Accordingly, the SR selection of ME is then a function of these control parameters, denoted by ). The bandwidth requirement of ME, denoted by BW, is a function of SR and is also a function of B, denoted by (2) where is the SR selection model of the ME and are bandwidth control parameters. To optimize the bandwidth usage, the available data bandwidth among the MBs should be dynamically allocated according to their motion characteristics, that is, R-D performance. Thus, for a given data bandwidth, the R-D behavior of ME can be well approximated by its R-D gain (RDGain, the Lagrange R-D cost difference) (3) where and , respectively, denote the R-D cost at the search center of the motion vector predictor (MVP) and the final best position by the block-matching algorithm under a given BW. The Lagrange R-D cost function here is defined as (4) where is the calculated motion vector and indicates the Lagrange multiplier. The distortion term is the sum of absolute differences between the original signal and the coded video signal . Meanwhile, the rate term represents the motion information and the coded bit length of the motion vector difference (MVD) between the motion vector and the motion vector predictor. Thus, we can associate the R-D gain and the bandwidth control parameters with the coding efficiency to perform online bandwidth optimization for real-time video coding in a bandwidth update period as (5) where denotes the R-D cost of the current coded th MB at the position of the MVP, denotes the R-D cost of the current coded th MB after the motion search of the block-matching algorithm. The bandwidth update period denotes the period to update the available system bandwidth, which depends on the system conditions. In general, a shorter period can track the system bandwidth change well, which is more suitable for fast changed environments, but it will also need smart memory controllers [21] which can deliver information of fast bandwidth arbitration change. A longer period can fit into current ordinary memory controllers well with slow bandwidth change. However, with the proposed algorithm shown in the following subsection, we can still adapt to sudden change of system bandwidth and achieve similar performance. In this paper, the is set from one frame to multiple frames. Note that can be changed at any time to adapt to abrupt bandwidth change. With above definition, the operation mode with the greatest coding efficiency should be selected, because it also indicates a better R-D performance gain with equal bandwidth consumption.
B. Proposed Bandwidth-Scalable ME Algorithm
The concept of the proposed algorithm is to allocate the available bandwidth in a R-D-optimized sense within the given bandwidth budget. During this allocation, the R-D performance should be kept as smooth as possible for consecutive coding, while the R-D performance should also be maximized within the available bandwidth. However, the true consumed bandwidth is unknown before the real coding process occurs. A reasonable way to accomplish this task is based on using the statistics of past bandwidth usage and R-D performance, that is, the coding efficiency defined in (5), to predict the possible bandwidth usage of the next coding unit. With the above constraints and prediction, an appropriate bandwidth can be allocated to meet the requirements.
Thus, the whole algorithm can be divided into four steps as described below.
Step 1: First, the memory bandwidth budget, , within is initialized for bandwidth allocation in later coding processes and is calculated by (6) where Br denotes the data rate (bytes/s) allocated by the memory controller [21] , Fr denotes the coded frame number per second, and Gp denotes the frame numbers within . Assume the bandwidth budget is evenly distributed over all coded MBs within (7) where is the total number of MBs within . Thus, the global system SR for the ME hardware is (8) as the upper bound of the following SR adjustment. If is changed when available bandwidth is changed abruptly, new value can be set as well to force lower bandwidth usage when necessary.
Step 2: To justify the coding efficiency under a given bandwidth, we define the actual bandwidth efficiency for coding the th MBs. The bandwidth efficiency ( , the R-D gain per unit bandwidth) for a current coded th MB is calculated as (9) , which implies how much R-D gain can be achieved for one unit of data bandwidth (9) where denotes the accumulated used data bandwidth up to the th MB.
Step 3: With the average bandwidth efficiency, we can predict the required bandwidth of the current coded MB with the quality smoothness constraint. The quality smoothness constraint implies that the R-D gain should be slowly changed between neighboring coded MBs. Thus, we can expect the current coded MB to have an R-D gain similar to that of previous coded MBs. Using past statistics, we can predict the possible bandwidth usage (called past BW prediction, ) for the current coded MB. However, the remaining available bandwidth should be equally distributed for the remaining MBs (called future BW prediction ). Thus, we have where avg(.) means the average R-D cost function up to the th MB. Because we have no knowledge of the future R-D gain, the future BW prediction is set to the remaining bandwidth budget divided by the remaining MBs within that are not yet coded.
To fully utilize the bandwidth budget in an R-D sense, as in (9), we use the future and past predicted bandwidth to determine an available bandwidth interval. In this case, the relationship and difference between the future BW prediction and the past BW prediction imply two possible bandwidth usage scenarios. If the future BW prediction is greater than the past BW prediction, this implies that less bandwidth had been allocated to the previous MBs and thus more bandwidth can be allocated to the next MB. In contrast, the other case implies that too much bandwidth had been allocated to the previous MBs, and hence, less bandwidth can be allocated to the next MB. Based on the above scenarios, we can define the lower bound and upper bound of the usage bandwidth for later bandwidth allocation, as in Fig. 2 and (12) and (13), shown at the bottom of the page, where the factors, 1/2 and 1/4 are selected empirically and are simple for hardware implementation due to their power-of-two nature.
Step 4: With the above available bandwidth bounds and R-D data, we can make a SR decision for the MB coding. The SR is determined according to three bandwidth modes shown in Fig. 2 and the bandwidth condition defined in Table I . In which, the mode BW L denotes the low available bandwidth case because the average bandwidth usage of previous MBs falls outside the available bandwidth interval (BI) bounded by . Thus, future SR should be reduced to avoid an overflow of bandwidth usage. However, if the average bandwidth usage of the Meanwhile, the algorithm further uses the motion vector information of the neighboring coded blocks to refine the SR. First, we obtain the adjacent motion vectors (MVs) from neighboring blocks related to the current block, such as , and (the motion vector of the neighboring upper MB, upper right MB, left MB and upper left MB of the current coded MB as shown in Fig. 3) .
is used when is not available. Then, we compare these first three MVs ,) and the summation of the absolute values of these three MVs . Afterward, we set the predictive SR as follows in (14), shown at the bottom of the page, by referring to this and the above bandwidth interval consideration. where the indicates the system SR, the factors , and are set as spatial-resolution-independent parameters as in Table II . Finally, the SR is determined as 
C. Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance, we integrated our proposed algorithm into JM 12.2 [22] for simulation. The simulation conditions are CIF (352 288)-size and D1 (704 576)-size test sequences with the main profile, no R-D optimization, one reference frame, variable block size ME, full-search ME algorithm, IPPP sequences, 30 frames/s (fps), CABAC entropy coder, quantization parameters (QPs) of 18, 23, 28, 33, and at 16. Note, the variable block size ME design adopts a tree-based computation, that is, the R-D cost of the larger block size is summed from the cost of the small block size. Thus, no extra memory bandwidth is required for the variable block size ME computation. Therefore, we will not include the memory bandwidth of different block sizes in the following results.
In the following simulations, we classify the corresponding bandwidth conditions into two patterns: constant data bandwidth (CDB) and variable data bandwidth (VDB). Both patterns provide the same amount of reference block data for the same search range . However, the CDB pattern will assume the available bandwidth is constant and fixed during ME operations, while the VDB pattern will assume the available bandwidth is variable during ME operations. Note that all the available data bandwidth will be consumed for the conventional full search algorithm in JM, but not in our approach. The CDB pattern is the scenario used in the traditional ME design without considering other components, while the VDB pattern is to simulate the bandwidth changing scenario due to situations like simultaneous coding and decoding in a video phone or different power modes for mobile applications. In the following simulations, we assume the SR for the full search in JM is for CDB R or VDB R case. For simulation purpose, we assume the bandwidth variation for encoding is due to simultaneously decoding a 300-frame video constructed by concatenating groups of 32 frames from several video sequences (in the order of Stefan, Akiyo, Stefan, Football, Stefan, triple Football, and double Akiyo). That is, the available bandwidth for ME is the overall system bandwidth (a constant value) subtracted by the bandwidth for decoding above video sequence. This video is to simulate fast scene changes for a memory bandwidth variation. To ease understanding the bandwidth size, the available bandwidth case will be termed as CDB R or VDB R for the search range case. For example, CDB 8 means that the available system bandwidth is constant during ME searches, and its total fetched data amount is equal to fetch the search range data. VDB 8 means that the available system bandwidth is variable during ME searches, but its total fetched data amount is also equal to fetch the search range data. Besides, the bandwidth used in the following simulation results will be converted as the average search range in a frame, which means the equivalent data amount to fetch the search range data in a frame. Fig. 4 shows the average SR of our proposed algorithm for the Stefan sequence with CIF and D1 resolution. The results show that our algorithm can adapt to the available system bandwidth and better utilize the bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 4 , the SR of our proposed algorithm becomes small in slow motion frames (frame 28) and large in fast motion frames (frame 224 to 260). Besides, when the available bandwidth becomes lower, the SR of our proposed algorithm will also follow the change. The SR selection is always lower than the system SR under limited-bandwidth constraints and thus avoids an overflow of bandwidth. In summary, the SR of our algorithm can adapt to the contents and available bandwidth. Tables III and IV show the BD-PSNR, BD-Rate [23] and BW-saving for three CIF-and D1-size test sequences under different bandwidth conditions when compared with the full search algorithm. Our proposed algorithm can attain similar quality performance (BD-PSNR: 0.08 to 0.038 dB for CIF size video and 0.014 to 0.017 dB for D1 size video, BD-Rate: 1.86% to % for CIF size video and 0.33% to % for D1 size video) under different bandwidth supplies in the low-motion sequence (Akiyo sequence), the medium-motion sequence (Foreman sequence) and the high-motion sequence (Stefan sequence) but with less bandwidth. In the case of the low-motion sequence, the proposed algorithm can save 40% to 58% of the bandwidth under different SRs. For the medium-motion sequence, our algorithm can reduce the bandwidth by 26% to 46%. For the high-motion sequence (Stefan sequence), our algorithm can reduce the bandwidth by 21% to 38%. Similar observations were also found for the D1 resolution video, as shown in Table IV. Table V shows the effect of different . The performance and savings are similar for at one frame and 16 frames. Similar observations can also be found for other size videos. Thus, we choose at 16 in this paper for the simulations. Meanwhile, both JM and our approach use motion vector predictor (MVP) as the search center. Thus, the overlapped region of search area between successive MBs is not regular and the overlapped region is accessed again in the simulations. Note that the bandwidth saving with reuse of overlapped region will be 0.3% more than that without reuse according to our simulation. Thus, for simplicity, we will not consider this reuse. In summary, these results show that our algorithm can better utilize the bandwidth for ME computation.
Another aim for real-time ME design is to complete data access and computation within a specified time slot. Without a loss of generality, we can assume that the computation time can be fully overlapped with the data access time in the bandwidth-limited case. For a practical scenario, we can assume the following case. Assume the available bandwidth is not enough to support the search range due to bus load went up when other devices access the bus frequently. In our case, we can adapt to the bandwidth change and meet the real time constraint. However, for the traditional algorithm, if X % bandwidth is not satisfied in above scenario, the access of search range data will need extra time than the original planned constraint (approximated by Taylor series). For example, if 10% bandwidth is not satisfied, the data access will need extra 10% time, which delays the completion time of ME process by extra 10%. Larger variation will cause worse coding delay or frame drop, which could significantly degrade the video quality.
IV. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
A. Proposed Bandwidth-Scalable ME Architecture Fig. 5 shows the proposed ME architecture design that integrates the proposed bandwidth-scalable algorithm with a fullsearch ME engine as in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the timing diagram. The whole operation basically follows the proposed algorithm. First, the SR of the current MB is decided by the bandwidth scalable ME controller. The data request of SR data and current MB are issued by the pre-retrieval control unit and these data are loaded from external memory by the memory controller and are respectively stored in the reference pixel buffer and current pixel buffer. Then these data are used to calculate SADs through the two SAD generation modules so that two search points can be done at each cycle. The final best mode is selected by the mode decision module and sent as output along with its motion vector difference. The corresponding R-D cost data like and , the best MB mode, and the are sent back to the bandwidth scalable ME controller for SR decision of the next MB.
The details of the ME engine is described below. In Fig. 6 , the control unit simultaneously produces control signals to the two SAD generation module, the motion vector predictor generator, and the pre-retrieval control unit. In addition, it needs to count the number of MBs up to the current coded th MB. Here, the handshaking policy between the pre-retrieval control unit and the memory controller is in the order of request-acknowledge-address-finish. The pre-retrieval control unit must send a request signal to the memory controller for the sake of data processing. If the memory controller is idle, it will be activated and respond with an acknowledge signal to the pre-retrieval control unit. When the pre-retrieval control unit receives the acknowledge signal, it generates a memory address for the memory controller to load the required reference pixels for the following step. After the task is finished, the memory controller sends a finish signal and waits for the next request.
The variable-block-size motion estimation (VBSME) is implemented by the SAD tree as other designs [24] but with four pipeline stages. The VBSME calculate all ME modes of a search position in a search area within a clock cycle. For a searching candidate, SAD costs of 4 4 blocks are first computed with the current block pixels and the reference area pixels to establish one set of SAD trees. Subsequently, all other SAD costs of large block sizes are calculated by immediately summing up the corresponding 4 4 costs. As a result, the matching costs of the smaller block sizes are reused by the larger block sizes.
The relation in bus load changes and bandwidth update period is as follows. First, we would like to point out that not every bus load change will affect the bandwidth update period. In the practical case such as mobile video device, the constraint is to meet the required encoding frame number per second. Therefore, the real constraint is the encoding time for one frame. Thus, if the bandwidth arbiter can guarantee to allocate the required bandwidth for one frame (not necessarily the bandwidth for default system search range), the arbiter can ignore the short term variation and keep the allocation to ME unchanged. This kind of arbiter can be found in modern memory controller or bus controller [21] .
However, if the bandwidth variation is out of the guaranteed allocation, the arbiter shall issue the required change of bandwidth update period as illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . When the event of BW allocation change occurs, the arbiter sends the new allocated data transmission rate and BW update period to the bandwidth-scalable ME controller. Then, the controller will calculate the new search range based on the proposed method after reference and current block pixels of current MB have been accessed.
The overall cycle for one MB ME execution is listed in Fig. 7(b) by assuming 32-bit memory access bus. The listed cycle count does not consider the DRAM memory latency since the operating frequency is quite low and these latency could be hidden under such case [25] . In this timing diagram, the most critical part is the memory access cycle, which depends on the selected SR. Note that we will start the ME computation as soon as the required reference data is available to hide ME computation cycles within the memory access cycles. (6), (8)- (15), and generate the memory address to the pre-retrieval control unit to load the required reference pixels for the following ME search. This architecture accepts R-D cost data of and from ME engine and system information from the memory controller to generate the appropriate SR for ME coding. The proposed system architecture has six major tasks, BW initialization as (6) and (8), BW efficiency calculation as (9) , BW prediction as (10)-(11), BW allocation as (12)-(13), SR prediction as (14) , and Final SR prediction as (15) . These tasks are ordered as shown in Fig. 7 and take five cycles to complete. In the above algorithm, the most timing critical part is the two division operations, and in (10) calculation. To avoid long delay due to two successive divisions, we move the calculation to the first pipeline stage since its data is already available at that time slot. All the six major tasks are pipelined into five stages to reduce the critical path delay. Figs. 9-11 show the details of some modules, a bandwidth allocation unit, a SR prediction unit, and a BW efficiency calcu- lator, respectively. These three modules are implemented with only shifters, subtracters, adders, comparators, and one divider for low hardware cost.
B. Implementation Results
The proposed bandwidth-scalable ME was implemented in Verilog and synthesized by TSMC 0.13-m CMOS technology. Various video test sequences were adopted to verify the hardware functionality and obtain the estimated power consumption. For 30-fps CIF video with GOP of IPPP, the working frequency is 7.5 MHz and the power consumption is 4.28 mW, as measured, respectively, by Synopsys PrimeTime and PrimePower. Meanwhile, for 30-fps D1 video with GOP of IPPP, the working frequency is 29 MHz and the power consumption is 28.7 mW. Table VI shows a comparison of the proposed ME with state-of-the-art designs [5] , [6] - [8] , [16] . Compared with other designs, the proposed design shows the advantages of reduced power consumption and bandwidth-scalable capability with similar or lower hardware cost.
Note that, with a lower external bandwidth, the power consumption by the external DRAM is also significantly reduced, which is usually a significant portion of the power consumption (50%-80%) in a video system [26] . Fig. 12 shows the power distribution in our ME design and in conventional work, adopting the mobile low-power DDR SDRAM model [27] , [28] as an example (i.e., MT46H8M32LF with 1.8 V, 140 mA, 16 mA, and 10 ns). Our design can reduce the power by 60.5% when compared to the conventional design with the same 29 MHz working frequency, same full search algorithm, same search range constraint , and same MB-based DRAM data mapping [25] . In summary, the power reduction is attributed to the bandwidth-scalable engine, which uses lower data access to the external memory (lower DRAM power), less computation and lower reference data access with dynamic search range (lower logic power and SRAM power).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an efficient bandwidth-scalable ME design for bandwidth-limited mobile video coding. The bandwidth efficiency was co-optimized at the algorithm and archi-tecture levels. Experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm can utilize a bandwidth very close to the target system bandwidth, while its coding efficiency is similar to that in JM. As a result, the final design can provide superior power efficiency under CIF and D1 30-frames/s video coding as compared to the previous state-of-the-art designs. The presented approach can be combined with other low-power approaches to further reduce the overall power. Besides, further extending this approach to multiple reference frame ME is easy by considering the R-D gain for each reference frame into the bandwidth efficiency formula, which will be studied in our future work.
